Study Abroad in Vietnam

Conservation Challenges in a Biodiversity Hotspot
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• Arrive in Hanoi with UA faculty and other participants
• Meet and great our host Dr. Nam of Vietnam National University
• Experience life in Southeast Asia
• Vietnam has a very open attitude towards tourism, a fast growing economy, and modern nature conservation legislation
• Vietnam has outstanding species richness with a number of large species discovered in Vietnam recently and known only from Vietnam or Indochina
• Travel to Vietnam's oldest National Park, Cuc Phuong
• Visit Endangered Primate Rescue Center and Turtle Conservation Center
• Talk to staff and learn about conservation in Vietnam
• Travel to Phong Nha Ke Bang National Park on the border with Laos
• Night and day hikes
• Meet national park staff
• Visit one of the largest limestone caves in the world
• Dr. Herrmann did biodiversity surveys that helped create the park
• Travel to world famous Ha Long Bay
• Relax on a boat, swim, snorkel